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MARKET TREND: Est. of Wimmer v. Commissioner may start a 
judicial trend allowing gifts of interest in family entities, such as 
family limited partnerships or LLCs, to qualify for the annual gift tax 
exclusion if those interests generate regular distributions of income.  
 
SYNOPSIS: To qualify for the gift tax annual exclusion, a donee must 
have a present interest in the gifted property, which is an 
unrestricted right to the immediate use, possession or enjoyment of 
the property or income there from. As family entities may impose 
transfer restrictions or limitations on income distributions, the IRS 
has frequently challenged annual exclusion treatment for gifts of 
interests in these entities, with several cases supporting the IRS 
position. Breaking with this judicial trend, however, the Wimmer 
court recently found that gifts of interests in a family limited 
partnership qualified for the annual exclusion because at the time of 
the transfer, (i) the partnership expected to generate income, (ii) a 
portion of the income would flow steadily to the donees and (iii) that 
income was readily ascertainable.  
 
TAKE AWAY: Wimmer provides a template for qualifying gifts of 
interests in family entities for the annual exclusion from gift tax. 
Advisors and clients can use the guidance of Wimmer to assist in the 
implementation of an overall legacy plan that includes the funding of 
a trust with interest in family entities, the income of which could 
support the payment of premiums on a trust-owned life insurance 
policy.  
 
In a departure from prior cases, the recent Tax Court case of Est. of Wimmer v. 

Commissioner held that a taxpayer’s gifts of interests in a family limited partnership 

(“FLP”) qualified for the annual exclusion from gift tax (the “annual exclusion”), 

which may assist in crafting funding options for trust-owned life insurance policies. 

 

WHY IT MATTERS 

 

Estate planning with life insurance typically involves ownership of a life insurance 

policy through an irrevocable trust designed to shield the policy death benefits from 
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estate tax. In addition to the ownership of life insurance, the trust may serve as a 

vehicle to implement a client’s lifetime legacy planning, including gifts or sales of a 

client’s business interests or investment assets into a dynasty trust structure that 

provides for gift and generation skipping transfer (“GST”) tax planning for multiple 

generations. The trust then uses the income from its other assets to fund the 

premiums payments on the trust-owned life insurance (“TOLI”) policy.  

 

Many of these legacy plans involved the client’s creation and funding of a family entity, 

such as a FLP or family LLC (collectively, “FEs”) with various client assets, and the 

client’s subsequent transfer of FE interests to the trust that held a TOLI policy. The 

client would then make a series of transfers to the trust, funded with the FE interests, 

which were designed to take advantage of the client’s available annual exclusion and, 

potentially, valuation discounts on the transfers. Depending on the terms of the FE 

agreement, the gifted FE interest could be subject to transfer restrictions and limited 

rights to income distributions or withdrawals.  

 

To qualify for the annual exclusion, however, the trust beneficiaries must have a 

present interest in the gift to the trust (e.g., through so-called Crummey withdrawal 

rights) and the gifted property itself must satisfy the annual exclusion requirements. 

Under the gift tax regulations, a “present interest” is “an unrestricted right to 

immediate use, possession, or enjoyment of property or the income from property.” 

Prior cases have found that gifts of FE interests failed to meet the present interest 

requirement of the annual exclusion, due to the transfer and income distribution 

restrictions associated with the FE interests and/or the lack of income generated by 

the FE.1   Based on the “good” facts of this case, however, the Tax Court’s ruling in 

Wimmer breaks with this trend and provides a guide for qualifying gifts of FE interests 

for the annual exclusion. 

 

WHAT WIMMER SAID 

 

Pertinent Facts. Mr. and Mrs. Wimmer formed a FLP through their respective 

revocable trusts, funding it with publicly traded, dividend-paying stocks. The FLP 

agreement had various restrictions on the transfer of the FLP interests, only allowing 

transfers to certain related parties, estate and trusts. The FLP agreement, however, 

mandated pro rata distributions to the partners.  

 

For five years after formation, Mr. Wimmer made annual exclusion gifts of FLP 

interests outright to his descendants and to a trust benefitting his grandchildren 

(“Grandchildren’s Trust”). During this time, the FLP made pro rata distributions 

to the partners using dividends received from its public stock. Distributions in the first 

three years covered each partner’s income taxes related to the FLP’s flow-through 

income. For the next two years, the FLP distributed all its net income.2    

 

The FLP interests and distributions were the only assets and income, respectively, of 

the Grandchildren’s Trust. The trust beneficiaries had access to gifts of assets to the 

trust through the trust’s provision of so-called “Crummey” withdrawal powers. The 

IRS and the taxpayer stipulated that these withdrawal powers would qualify gifts to 

the trust for the annual exclusion if the Tax Court found that the gifts of the FLP 

interests qualified as present interest gifts.  

 



Key Decision Points. The Tax Court noted that, to meet the present interest 

requirement of the annual exclusion, “a gift must confer on the donee a substantial 

present economic benefit by reason of use, possession, or enjoyment (1) of property or 

(2) income from the property.” Accordingly, the court ruled that the FLP’s transfer 

restrictions did not provide Mr. Wimmer’s donees with the immediate use, possession 

or enjoyment of the FLP interests, even where Mr. Wimmer made outright gifts of 

those interests.  

 

The Tax Court did find, however, that the gifts satisfied a three-prong test for the 

immediate use, possession and enjoyment of income from the FLP interests, as 

follows:3  

 

• The FLP will receive income: The publicly traded stock owned by the FLP had a 

history of, and did, generate income through quarterly dividends.  

 

• Some portion of the income will flow steadily to the donees: Since the FLP interests 

were the sole assets of the Grandchildren’s Trust, the FLP’s general partner had a 

fiduciary duty to the trust, as imposed by state law and the FLP agreement, to make 

distributions from the FLP to pay for the trust’s income tax liability. The necessity of 

those distributions, combined with the FLP’s requirement for pro rata partner 

distributions, created an expectation that FLP income would flow steadily to the 

partners.  

 

• The income flowing out to the donee can be ascertained: The quarterly dividend 

history of the publicly traded stock made the income from the FLP readily 

ascertainable.  

 

Based on the above, the Mr. Wimmer’s gifts of FLP interests, both made outright and 

in trust, qualified for the annual exclusion.  

 

TAKE AWAYS 

 

• In a welcomed departure from the trend of cases denying annual exclusion treatment 

for gifts of FE interests, Wimmer provides a template for qualifying gifts of FE 

interests for the annual exclusion.  

 

• Advisors and clients could use the guidance of Wimmer to assist in the 

implementation of an overall legacy plan that includes the funding of a trust with FE 

interests, the income of which could support the payment of premiums on a TOLI 

policy.  

 

• It appears that, for gifts of FE interests to qualify for the annual exclusion, a partner’s 

sale of his, her or its interest cannot be substantially restricted or the interests must 

provide a present and ascertainable right to income. Not all clients may find these 

requirements acceptable or suitable for their legacy planning needs, particularly if the 

FE will be funded with non-income producing property or the clients want to limit or 

control income distributions.  

  



 

 1 See e.g., Price v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 2010-2; Fisher v. U.S., 105 AFTR 2d 2010-1347 (S.D. Ind. March 11, 

2010); Hackl v. Commissioner, 118 T.C. 279 (2002), affirmed, 335 F.3d 664 (7th Cir. 2003).  

2 Along with receiving distributions, the limited partners also had access to their capital accounts, from which some 

partners withdrew. While noting this fact, the Tax Court did not provide any further discussion or analysis of whether 

it had any impact on its decision. 

3 Citing Hackl, Price, and citing Calder v. Commissioner, 85 T.C. 713 (1985). 

 

 

In order to comply with requirements imposed by the IRS which may 
apply to the Washington Report as distributed or as re-circulated by 
our members, please be advised of the following: 
 
THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE 
USED, AND IT CANNOT BE USED, BY YOU FOR THE PURPOSES OF 
AVOIDING ANY PENALTY THAT MAY BE IMPOSED BY THE 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. 

In the event that this Washington Report is also considered to be a 
“marketed opinion” within the meaning of the IRS guidance, then, as 
required by the IRS, please be further advised of the following: 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE 
PROMOTIONS OR MARKETING OF THE TRANSACTIONS OR 
MATTERS ADDRESSED BY THE WRITTEN ADVICE, AND, BASED ON 
THE PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES, YOU SHOULD SEEK ADVICE 
FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX ADVISOR.   

  




